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and gene transfer and expression in hematopoietic cells, arc 
This book contninr the proceedings of !hc 1%~ Annual 
appropriately followed by some ethical considerations 
Frederick Stohlmim, Jr, M.D., Memorinl Symposium: sn 
regarding the potentials of human gene therapy. The biology 
Internntionnl Symposium on rhc Biology of Hemaropoicsis, 
held in Cambridge, Massachusetts, October IS-20, 1989. The 
commendable speed with which these camera ready 
proceedings have been published has resulted in a 
comprchensivc, up-ro-date volume containing 56 short 
contributions, divided between I2 subject headings, In view 
of the large number of contributions and authors, most of 
whom arc based in the USA, it is nor possible to comment 
upon individual arricles. Instead, I will restrict myself to a few 
general commenls. 
Firstly, tissue culture systems are covered, togc!her with 
purification of stem cells. This is followed by a section 
dealing with cell surface molecules and cellular 
differentiation. A short section on megakaryocytopoiesis 
leads on to the conside*“:-- \ lo~~vll of hCm;ctopoietic growth factor 
receptors, and then second messenger signaling systems. The 
transcriptional and translational control of hematopoiesis, 
compared to conventional type-set books, yet at $12S,OQ the 
of hcmeropoicsit and its implications for rhcrapy nre then 
book is reasonable value for money. 
covered, togelhrr wirh radiarion injury nntt bone mi1rrow 
J.R. Harris 
Function. finally, progress in the current clinical trials of 
hematopoictic growth facrors is prsscntcd. 
Whilst rhc prolifcrarion 0f conference proceedings books 
continues apace, some might feel that these ofren represent an 
unnecessary duplication of material pubtishcd more fully 
elsewhere in the scienrific literature. Nrvcrtheless, the present 
volume certainly presents a useful compilation, containing as 
it dots widely diverse inrcresting and important material, 
which will be of considerable reference value to the 
hematologist, oncologist, biochemist and cell biologist 
wishing fo keep in touch with recent progress in 
hematopoiesis, The variation in the camera-ready type 
throughout the book does not seriously detract from the 
overall quality of the book, although one article produced by 
a dot matrix printer indicates that this form of material 
should be strictly avoided. One wonders why sucll simply and 
cheaply produced books remain so relatively expensive, when 
- 
The Bacteria: A Treatise on Structure and Function; Bacterial Energetics, Vol. 12; Edited by T.A. Krulwich; 
Academic Press; San Diego, 1990; xii -I- 569 pages; $110.00 
This volume fails to announce, on its front cover or spine, 
that it is part of a prestigious eries and it lacks the usual 
series &to% infrciduction explaining that the volume aims 
to present authoritative comprehensive r views. Instead, the 
volume editor appears to have changed the aim of the series 
by ‘encouraging authors to emphasise core topics of current 
interest rather than to provide a completely balanced review’. 
This is, in my opinion, a retrograde step. The authors have 
done as requested and have provided a set of reviews each 
describing (usually) the author’s own work. Few of the 
chapters tart with an introduction suitable for a reader who 
is ignorant of the subject and there is very little cross- 
referencing between chapters. 
A general impression of the balance and content of the 
